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Our industry has the power, and the responsibility, to create and transform the built environment. In this 
age of booming urban development, we must focus not only on building anew, but also on revitalizing 
and modernizing our existing infrastructure. 

This past year, we have seen natural disasters destroy buildings, cripple infrastructure and impact our 
communities. More than ever, the AEC industry must respond and unite to rebuild a more resilient future. 
 
MOVING FORWARD
2017 has provided us with a strong backbone, and we are excited to enter 2018 with the necessary fuel and 
fire to achieve the strategic plan we call Vision 2025. This year, we experienced an unprecedented amount 
of growth and success: our leadership expanded, our work has gained international prestige and our culture 
continues to become stronger and more diverse.  

We are committed to delivering excellent projects, strengthening our service offerings and enriching our 
Syska culture through key initiatives like SENSE (Syska Employee Network of Support and Education) and 
SHAPE (Syska Hennessy Advocating for Professional Equality). We have welcomed exceptional individuals 
to the Syska family who are expanding our geographic reach, developing key client relationships and 
elevating our technical excellence and client service. Our path to success includes a new office in Orange 
County, a new class of Engineer Development Training (EDT) graduates and a robust plan to recruit creative 
and ambitious top-tier talent. 

We have also seen how innovative approaches to design and construction—P3, Lean, IPD, design-build—
can lead to more efficient and cost-effective buildings that positively impact our communities. By collaborating 
with our partners in the field, we are changing the way the game is played.

AWARD-WINNING WORK
This year, we received eight prestigious ACEC Engineering Excellence awards for projects including a major healthcare 
campus in Manhattan and a South Korean supertower. On historic Governors Island, we transformed a crumbling 
electrical infrastructure with innovative systems for a more resilient island. Our work with Mount Sinai St Luke’s 
encompassed 44 unique projects designed and constructed in just 18 months, and was the first Integrated Project 
Delivery (IPD) healthcare contract in New York City. 

GIVING BACK
We were deeply impressed with how the firm came together, across 17 offices, to support Houston, Florida and 
Puerto Rico in the aftermath of Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria. Through our Hurricane Relief & Rebuild Fund, 
Feeding America will provide over 200,000 meals for families in need.  

LOOKING FORWARD
As we approach our 90th year, we are thinking more about the importance of history: honoring our legacy 
while learning from our experiences to improve our collective future.

We are expanding our technical mastery, sharpening our creativity and leading with integrity. 
We are fostering a more diverse and inclusive community of leaders. 
We are engaging with our clients on a global scale and collaborating on award-winning projects on the international stage. 
We are innovating, and we invite you to join us as we continue creating exceptional environments.

Perspectives

A Message from Gary and Cyrus

Gary Brennen   Cyrus Izzo 
Co-President   Co-President 
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Changing 
the Game  
Hoag Memorial Hospital 
Presbyterian’s Lean 
Approach to Innovation

One of the premier hospitals in the United States, 
Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian (Hoag) provides 
comprehensive healthcare services across a variety 
of specialties. Hoag was an early adopter of Lean 
methodology, and to learn about their experience, 
Syska’s John Passanante discussed their successful 
approach with Sanford L. Smith, AIA, Senior Vice 
President of Real Estate and Facilities.

The Joan & Andy Fimiano Emergency 
Pavilion at Hoag Memorial Hospital 

Presbyterian in Newport Beach, California.
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What first propelled Hoag to adopt 
the Lean decision-making process?  
One of the key drivers in healthcare over 
the past 15 years is the increased focus on 
patient value. We first need to define it, and 
then understand how to deliver it.

Here at Hoag, we define patient value as 
the delivery of the desired outcome at 
the lowest cost. If you can simultaneously 
improve your patient’s outcome and lower 
their cost, you’re enhancing patient value.  

Healthcare, as it functioned just a few years 
ago in a fee-for-service environment, was 
just not sustainable. We needed to adopt 
a new strategic planning and problem-
solving methodology across our entire 
enterprise, and Lean became our 
response to that challenge.  

I’m responsible for our real estate facility 
development, which enables the delivery of 
care. How can our facilities impact patient 
value? By enhancing the infrastructure 
where all the care is delivered, we can 
influence the cost and improve the flow 
and efficiency of the care processes.  

Our clinical departments are focused on 
the same goal. We look at everything to 
make sure that we’re delivering the 
appropriate care in the most efficient 
and effective manner possible.  

That may mean a complete shift in 
physical location. One major strategy 
was relocating some services out of the 
acute care hospital environment and into 
an ambulatory one. It typically costs less 
to provide infrastructure in an ambulatory 
setting because it is not encumbered with 

as many rules and constraints. For services 
that don’t need to be provided in the acute 
care setting, our first big initiative was to 
“decant” the hospital.

What are the most important 
considerations when creating an 
effective decision-making process?
After defining a problem, it can be 
challenging to avoid the impulse to 
immediately solve it without exploring 
the root cause. A careful analysis allows 
you to explore alternative solutions. It is 
crucial to legitimately explore all alternatives.

To ensure that we are genuinely exploring 
alternatives, my team considers at least 
three options: we could do nothing and 
maintain the current state, we could 
establish the preconceived notion, or 
we could explore alternatives that deliver 
more robust solutions. This process helps 
people understand the implications of all 
scenarios, allow for fact-based decision-
making, and arrive at informed consensus.  

Effective decision-making means really 
exploring differences of opinion and allowing 
constructive conflict into the process. 
When we achieve consensus and make the 
decision, that conflict is already behind us.  
If we move forward without conflict being 
resolved, the impact to cost, schedule and 
effectiveness can undermine the process and 
cause significant delays or cost overruns.  

What were the most critical 
factors to successfully establishing 
Lean at Hoag?
First, we were successful because our health 
system was open to change and embraced 
the notion of improving patient value.  

In healthcare, timing was key to engaging 
Lean methodology as care delivery processes 
are evolving. In almost any industry under 
significant competitive pressure, we see that 
same opportunity to evolve.  

Second, the senior management team 
supported this initiative to help culture 
change take root, which requires 
perseverance because it’s an imperfect 
process. There is no one-size-fits-all solution; 
you should be willing to try many 
different things and adjust as needed.  

You need to be flexible with your business 
partners. If you’re going to change the entire 
system, you must include everyone in your 
ecosystem.  Most critical to our success was 
working with our architects, engineers and 
our business partners to embrace these 
tools and the Lean mindset.  

What is Lean’s “A3” tool and how 
has it become a vital part of Hoag’s 
executive decision-making process?  
One of the approaches that I brought to 
Hoag was the use of the A3—the 11x17 
paper we use as the template—as a 
decision-making support tool. It provides 
a structure to document the challenge, the 
hypothesis and the recommended solution.  

Our healthcare environment is very 
academic—we have many brilliant 
physicians and clinicians that support our 
patients. I realized that important reports 
were not being leveraged because they 
were complex and inaccessible. The A3 tool 
allows us to step through a process using 
charts and graphs and simplify complex 
problems; we can then communicate the 
intended result clearly and achieve 
consensus decision-making. 

When seeking to improve a 
high-performing organization, 

the biggest challenge is 
evolving the cultural mindset 

from we’re really good 
to we can be better.

At Hoag, we developed a template toolkit
and trained our team how to use it. It was 
readily embraced within real estate, facilities, 
construction and operations because we 
believed in its effectiveness. As we were 
building consensus with the board and 
senior administration around moving 
services off campus, these tools helped 
us to achieve significant early victories.  

What are some of the challenges 
and rewards in introducing the 
Lean approach?

When seeking to improve a high-performing 
organization, the biggest challenge is 
evolving the cultural mindset from “we’re 
really good” to “we can be better.” The 
approach that I brought over from Toyota 
is: “There is no best. There’s only better.”   

Lean methodology is a journey of continuous 
improvement with the goal of “perfection.”  
While perfection is impossible to achieve, 
if you believe “we can always be better,” 
then you can challenge the organization 
to strive to reach that elusive ideal.  

Asking a high-performing organization to 
embrace that idea is a very disruptive 
cultural event. It’s crucial to balance 
acknowledgement of the teams’ 
accomplishments with the expectation 
that we can do it better. We can improve 
our patient value equation. We can improve 
patient outcome. Until we’ve made all 
possible improvements and wrung all the 
cost out of the system—which is never—
we shouldn’t be satisfied. 

The Lean approach has driven some really 
positive things in our care delivery, and our 

support and infrastructure services. We’ve 
made great progress optimizing our care 
delivery platform.   

We’ve also seen some incredible results 
where Lean thinking has been applied to 
care pathways and used to standardize our 
approach to clinical conditions like sepsis.  
Our sepsis care team, which has really 
embraced Lean thinking, implemented 
standard protocols and reduced the time 
for initiation and delivery of their 
interventions. This process resulted in a 
significant reduction in mortality, and 
their work has become the benchmark 
for our entire health system.    

How can the Lean process be 
translated from real estate into 
the clinical setting?

One of Lean’s exciting assets is its 
application in both the infrastructural and 
clinical realm.  My counterpart, Hoag’s 
Chief Quality Officer, really embraced Lean 
thinking and its commitment to continuous 
improvement. Our Performance Improvement 
Team—which is embedded into clinical 
departments and has developed strategic 
initiatives like emergency department 
throughput and sepsis care—successfully 
used Lean methodology to establish 
and meet their goals. 

Almost everything in the hospital is 
interconnected. We embrace that notion 
and work on initiatives together. 
Healthcare is very dynamic, with 
constant technological advances and 
regulatory changes. Insurance and 
reimbursement conditions also impact us.  
With all these constituencies, addressing 

all the contributing dynamics and 
collectively focusing on improving 
patient value allows us to identify the 
areas where Lean can contribute the most.

What are your recommendations 
to design firms that are starting 
this Lean journey?
The commitment to start the journey is 
the most important thing. Realize that it 
will never be perfect. Also, embrace the 
notion that this process is about 
continuous improvement.  

Once you start, if you are committed 
to learning from your mistakes—and 
embracing the fact that that change is 
important and inevitable—then 
you’ll find Lean is a great way to 
develop a culture that improves 
value for your customers.  

Sanford L. Smith, AIA, Senior Vice President 
of Real Estate and Facilities, Hoag (left) and 
John Passanante, Western Region Leader, 
Syska Hennessy Group (right).

“
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A More Resilient 
Governors Island

Situated in the heart of the New York Harbor between Brooklyn 
and Lower Manhattan lies Governors Island, a 172-acre historic 
island and the oldest European settlement in New York. It has 
been in continuous military use since the 18th-century, and has 
served as a base for both the U.S. Army and U.S. Coast Guard 
in 1939 and 1966, respectively.

For almost two centuries, the island was closed to the 
public; only in the late 1990s did the island begin welcoming 
non-military visitors.

Transitioning from a historic military base to one of New York 
City’s most unique public parks was not without its challenges. 
For years, the island dealt with an outdated electrical system; not 
only was it in poor condition, but its infrastructure was near the 
end of its life expectancy. Reliable, flexible electrical systems were 
required to create a successful and safe public space, and were 
also key for attracting developers that could expand the island’s 

programs and offerings. With students, employees and visitors to 
support year-round, a complete rehabilitation was long overdue.

To meet these goals, Syska Hennessy Group was commissioned 
to provide a complete upgrade and reconfiguration to the 
existing electrical infrastructure in 2012.

Routed via the Hugh L. Carey Tunnel from Brooklyn, the island’s 
electrical systems are housed in a historic building that cannot be 
modified or expanded. To upgrade these systems within the existing 
building, our engineers initiated a complex, phased removal and 
fully reinforced the interior to sustain floods from entering. 
The island-wide underground feeders were replaced and 
relocated, and island operations and maintenance procedures 
were established to accommodate future infrastructure upgrades. 

Our designs rehabilitated and improved the overall condition of 
the island’s electrical framework, minimizing maintenance costs 

and providing a reliable and resilient power supply for the existing 
tenants, park facilities and anticipated future development–all 
while preserving the island’s historic infrastructure.

Because of the success of the initial upgrade, Syska was 
invited to continue working on Governors Island, developing 
an emergency backup plan and starting to replace many 
secondary feeds to the historic buildings on the island.

While the historic Fort Jay and Castle Williams still stand 
and park-goers still enjoy historic reenactments, the island 
no longer revolves around wartime activities. Today’s 
Governors Island revolves around the New York Harbor 
School, lush landscapes and hundreds of public events 
held throughout the summer season.

View of Governors Island 
from the approaching ferry.

Located within a historical building, 
the main electrical service room is 

reinforced by flood-proof doors and walls to 
withstand up to four feet of water.

On the northern part of the island, and part 
of the Governors Island National Monument, 
a medium-voltage electrical distribution is 
hidden from public view and elevated 
on a flood-proof platform.

Within the historic building, 
a mimic panel (left) displays 
the electrical systems’ status 

and updated medium-
voltage switchgear (right).

Reenergized

8 9
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The new Long Beach Civic Center Project is a groundbreaking 
development that will deliver a revitalized downtown core to 
Long Beach residents, businesses and visitors for years to come. 

When complete in 2019, the $520-million civic center will replace 
an outdated city hall and feature a new city library, a retail marketplace 
and efficient new offices for the Port of Long Beach. The 22-acre 
campus will also include three parking garages, a subterranean garage 
and a redeveloped public Lincoln Park. Designed to achieve LEED 
Gold certification and exceed ASHRAE 90.1-2007 standards, the 
civic center is targeting 50% lower operating costs and a smaller
carbon footprint than a typical office building. The civic center is 
also designed with a high seismic resiliency—less than 5% PML, 
30-day re-occupancy and no loss of life—and is expected to 
consume 25% of the current building’s energy.

Led by Plenary-Edgemoor Civic Partners (PECP)—The Plenary 
Group and Edgemoor Infrastructure & Real Estate—the development 
team includes Syska Hennessy Group, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM), 
Clark Construction Group and Johnson Controls International (JCI). 

Through an innovative public-private-partnership (P3) and 
design-build-finance-operate-maintain (DBFOM) delivery method, 
the team will help the City of Long Beach significantly reduce risk 
and minimize upfront cost. 

Syska Associate Partner Nicholas Gallucci and PECP Project Director 
Jeffrey Fullerton discuss the challenges, achievements and complex 
relationships of the P3 model and explain how the building’s sustainable 
design will benefit the government and people of Long Beach.

Long 
Beach

Implementing 
P3 
to Revitalize 
the Civic Core

Nicholas Gallucci of Syska Hennessy Group (left) 
and Jeffrey Fullerton, PECP Project Director (right). 
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What factors contributed to the city’s decision to revitalize 
the civic core?

Jeffrey Fullerton: The existing civic center and masterplan were 
designed in the 1970s Brutalist style. The design had merits, but 
over time the civic center became unwelcoming. Three blocks of 
downtown Long Beach became an isolating fortress.

It was also an impractical space. Visitors wandered around the 
plaza trying to find parking, front doors and various departments. 

Inside the 11,000-square foot building, the floor plates made it 
harder for the city’s staff and constituents to interact. Given the 
city’s size, there was opportunity for improved functionality in 
the floor plates of a new structure. 

After the 1994 Northridge earthquakes, FEMA urged cities to 
assess essential facilities that could be impacted by future 
earthquakes. In 2007, the city conducted a structured assessment 
of the civic center and found that the building was seismically 
deficient. After weighing several options, in 2015 the city 
determined they needed to replace the civic center. 

Nicholas Gallucci: The city also had significantly deferred 
maintenance on the building.

JF: Yes, and year after year those deferred maintenance costs 
were building to the point that the city faced a $7 million per 
year liability to correct the deficiencies.  

According to their budget, the city was spending $12.6 million 
per year (adjusted for inflation) on city hall, including debt 
services, daily maintenance and off-site leases. They issued 
a proposal challenging developers to build a new complex 
for that same amount.

PECP accepted the challenge, and after a year of negotiations, 
the city approved our proposed masterplan and city hall for 
$14 million per year (adjusted for inflation). Our project gives the 
city a new state-of-the-art building for about $3 million less per 
year than the cost to stay in their current building and fix the 
deferred maintenance.

NG: The city required the new building to generate 25% of its 
energy usage on an average sunny day. By collaborating with 
Clark, SOM and the design team, we reduced the building’s 
energy consumption and will achieve that goal. 

To meet this requirement, we selected an energy-efficiency underfloor 
air distribution system that was cost competitive, allowed for higher 
ceilings and better daylight throughout and allowed us to shave 
overall building height and save money on the curtainwall installation. 
Working with the structural engineer, we ensured the system was 
well integrated with the upturned beams along the perimeter.

The ceilings appear higher, more daylight enters the space 
and it’s an overall better atmosphere for people to work. 

We also received real-time feedback and cost estimations from 
Clark. They relayed the financial implications and savings of 
each square foot of curtainwall saved or inch the building was 
lowered. Although the underfloor air distribution came at a 
premium, it was key to achieving our energy savings. 

JF: In the new building, we will use less lighting, heating 
and cooling and generate much of our own power through 
photovoltaic panels. The design elements fed into the energy 
model, which then fed into the economic model. Because 
we promised the city a new project for no more than their 
existing maintenance costs today, the economics were key.  

Syska helped us figure out how to use less energy, and we 
worked hard to capture value and efficiency in our energy 
model. I’m most proud of our energy model, which showed 
how the new campus, including the library, will use 50% less 
energy than a typical building. It’s a win-win situation.

After reviewing various methods, why did you choose the 
P3 framework for this project?

JF: There are a couple reasons that the city chose P3. First, 
the courthouse across the street used P3 and was built quickly 
and successfully. The city saw that process as a model and 
precedent, and we aimed to copy that success.  

We couldn’t have achieved what we did using a traditional 
procurement model. The P3 arrangement let us develop a 
masterplan and generate developable parcels into the plan, 
which offered the city a greater scope and return. 

With a traditional procurement model, we would have had 
competing budgets and responsibilities, and the city’s goals 
would have been lost in the shuffle. 

What are the challenges and benefits of the P3 approach 
and the DBFOM alliance?

NG: Despite the many challenges, we have a great team and are 
all working together to solve the same problem utilizing everyone’s 
area of expertise. Since our team includes Facilities O&M, we’re 
thinking through these problems with our O&M partner now 
instead of passing them on to the building owner and unknown 
facility operator. 

JF: Because it’s new for everyone, we’re becoming more comfortable 
and finding our way as we go. For example, if the client is used to 
doing design-bid-build, there is a very defined budget and set of 
expectations on both sides. With P3, the client enters the contract 
for an outcome and there is an enhanced level of trust and 
transparency in the partnership.

NG: The contractor and the design team are working hand-in-
hand with the developer and with JCI, who will maintain the 
building for the next 35 years. If we design and build a building 
that works from day one, but if the chiller needs replacing in 
10 years, we have a problem. P3 is a holistic approach that 
considers short and long-term issues.

JF: P3 works because everyone is at the table. We can create 
value by looking at the total operating costs over 35 years. By 
including everything—design, construction, first cost, long-term 
operations, maintenance, life cycle replacement, energy costs, 
occupancy costs and financing—you can look at the big picture 
and make it work. 

As a team we had a long-term goal and were focused on giving 
value back to the city. More meetings meant more planning work, 
but there was value in bringing together different disciplines and 
great minds to solve common problems. 

What distinguishing factors helped Plenary-Edgemoor 
Civic Partners (PECP) win this project?

JF: Our design was responsive to the city’s needs, cohesive 
masterplan and goals for operating efficiencies and public 
engagement. It was also responsive in terms of energy usage 
and our approach to sustainability. 

NG: The successful Governor George Deukmejian Courthouse in 
Long Beach, delivered with P3 and a similar team, helped us win. 

Our team’s design solutions created a proposal with great value. 
We thought about the people using the building. We designed 
open, daylit floor plans, focusing on a civic plaza, security, and 
secure single points-of-access. The little details we worked 
into the design helped our team provide a more responsive 
solution for the city.

What were the main challenges designing to achieve a 
building with impressively low-energy goals?

NG: We focused on reducing energy usage as well as the 
requirement to generate 25% of energy on-site. Where do you 
put PVs on the roof? We often put mechanical equipment on the 
roof, but on a high-rise, 11-story building, there is not much roof 
space. We put the equipment on every third floor—and got rid of 
equipment on the roof—which freed up roof space for PV panels. 
We designed each floorplate to maximize usable square feet per 
person, which also maximized efficiency and revenue per person. 

JF: We also focused on underfloor air distribution, which was flexible 
and allowed departments to reconfigure or move in the future.

NG: This is the first project in Long Beach with this type of 
underfloor air distribution system, and we had to educate city 
officials. We showed them the Syska office in Los Angeles, which 
has similar mechanical systems, and opened up floor tiles to 
explain how the system was both safe and effective. 

JF: We were first in many ways. This is the first commercial 
project to meet the city’s low-impact development ordinance 
and also has an on-site cistern to capture and reuse rainwater. 

NG: Opposed to having chillers and boilers for each building, 
we invested in one central utility plant to serve the project’s 
many buildings, including the new library blocks away. There 
was a greater upfront cost, but because there is only one unit 
to maintain, we will see long-term payback in manpower 
and energy usage. 

Our high-performance team developed whole-building strategies 
to lower the required energy and introduce renewable sources.
To save money and significantly improve energy-efficiency, 
heating and cooling will be supplied from under the floor, 
eliminating many ceilings and increasing floor-to-ceiling heights. 
Daylight will penetrate deeper into the narrow floor plate, 
enabling lights to be turned off a significant part of the day.  

To generate 25% of energy on-site, our solution also included 
on-site renewable energy generation for two of the efficient 
high-rise towers. 

How do you think this sustainable building will 
benefit city officials and the public?

NG: The current city hall is closed off like a castle, but the 
new building will be more inviting. 

Southern California has nice weather most of the year and we 
can utilize outside air for cooling without using any extra energy. 
We’re also bringing in daylight so employees can work next to 
a window, and lights can be dimmed significantly or even 
turned off around the perimeter. 

This development creates a better working environment 
and sets an example for the city.  

JF: The Port is setting a great example with this building. With 
their “Green Port Policy,” they’re leading the world’s ports in 
environmental issues. This new green building was important 
for both them and their brand, and the energy saving features 
made sense from an economic standpoint. 

Long Beach can show off a state-of-the-art, energy-efficient 
building as a model for cities everywhere.

Currently under construction, the massive complex 
will house the Port of Long Beach headquarters, a 
new city hall and the main library.

The new civic center 
is currently on schedule 
to open in mid-2019.
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Time Inc., a leading multi-platform consumer media company that 
engages over 230 million consumers globally every month, 
commissioned Syska to collaborate on two new locations to 
accommodate their growing team: a corporate headquarters in 

Lower Manhattan and “The Foundry” in Brooklyn. 

For the relocation of corporate headquarters from midtown Manhattan’s 
iconic Time & Life Building to Brookfield Place downtown, Syska’s ICT 
team provided structured cabling, audiovisual and security consulting 
services during the 18-month design, engineering and construction 
process. “This collaborative effort delivered a rejuvenated yet corporate 
space for Time Inc. in record time,” says Patrick Tiago, who represented 
Syska on-site and oversaw the construction administration, carrier 
circuitry and services installation.

For Brooklyn’s Industry City, Time Inc. envisioned “The Foundry” as an 
innovative technology-focused sister office. To accommodate three floors

of high-tech offices within the shipping and manufacturing complex, 
Time Inc. required Syska to route circuitry to through various points-
of-entry into the main distribution frame (MDF). From there, the 
backbone cabling could be distributed to intermediate distribution 
frame (IDF) closets on each floor. Syska’s audiovisual design included 
the traditional conference and flexible 
breakout spaces, digital signage displays, 
and a garage studio for testing prototypes 
and photographing cars.

Although vastly different in size—the 
former houses 3,000 employees in 700,000 
square feet while the latter houses 340 
in 57,200 square feet—both locations 
showcase Time Inc.’s timeless brand 
as it transitions into the digital age.

T ime and T ime Again

225 Liberty Street

700,000 SF

3,000 employees

Industry City 

57,200 SF

340 employees

STATS

The Foundry was 
designed as an open, 
flexible office with an 
industrial aesthetic. 

Massive video walls greet visitors 
as they enter Time Inc.’s 

headquarters at 225 Liberty Street. 

The Brookfield Place headquarters boasts an open concept 
workspace, with video studios, flexible meeting areas, 

conference center, a café, an auditorium and an executive suite.
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“As a dynamic media company that 
relies on premium technology and 
sustainable facilities to keep its 
global operations running seamlessly, 
Time Inc. needs a state-of-the-art 
enterprise. In building out our offices 
at Industry City, we required a new 
strategic workplace design and 
innovative information technology 
and AV systems. Syska Hennessy 
Group’s ICT team provided key 
project technical team leadership, 
expertise and implementation 
support to assist Time Inc. in 
realizing these ambitious goals.” 

- JOHN TOMASULO
 Senior Director Global Data Center Operations, Time Inc.

In headquarters’ newsroom, 
a 27’ x 8’ video wall displays 
live feeds or multiple videos, 
and more televisions overhead 
share the latest broadcasts. 

The Foundry’s 5,000-square-foot 
garage studio was designed 
for their automotive digital 
editorial, The Drive. 

At The Foundry, employees 
and visitors are greeted with 

a video display featuring 
rotating messages and images.
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Part of the Mount Sinai Health System (MSHS), Mount Sinai 

St. Luke’s (MSSL) hospital is a leading healthcare provider for the 

Morningside Heights neighborhood in Manhattan, New York. 

In 2013, MSHS embarked on a complex effort to upgrade the 

rooftop energy plant that supports MSSL’s 900,000-square-foot 

campus. The new plant was designed to replace an existing 

outdated boiler plant on the southeast corner of campus, in a 

building which was being sold. In addition to the new boiler 

plant, the project included a new emergency generator 

plant and cooling towers built on an adjacent roof. 

To maintain hospital operations with minimal disruption to 

patient care, the design team had to carefully phase construction 

of the energy plant’s various components. To accelerate the 

construction timeline, MSHS took an innovative approach 

to the construction of the boiler plant using prefabrication 

and modular construction. 

Situated on the roof of the main hospital building, on the north 

side of 114th Street, the new boiler plant was designed as 14 

separate components—each sized to fit on the back of a flatbed 

truck, which could safely pass over bridges and beneath 

underpasses. Due to this size limitation, Syska engineers adapted 

the design from four larger boilers to five smaller ones. Each of 

the five 450-BHP high-pressure steam boilers was constructed in 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, shipped to Canada to prefabricate the boiler 

plant within the 14-module enclosure and then transported on 

flatbed trucks to Morningside Heights.

Once on site, the pieces were lifted by crane and “connected” to 

each other on the roof. The supporting piping and conduits for 

each compartment were also assembled at the factory before 

being shipped to the construction site. Syska also replaced the 

existing fuel oil system with two new 20,000-gallon tanks and 

associated pumping and piping distribution systems, and 

reconfigured the campus condensate retrieval system. 

This innovative approach is not typically applied to boiler projects 

due to the interdependency of the systems, and this project required 

careful coordination between the design, manufacturing, fabrication 

and construction team members from the onset. Syska’s engineers 

designed the equipment layout, configuration and detailed flow and 

control diagrams. From this information, the manufacturer created 

fabrication drawings of modular enclosures for factory execution. 

Syska’s engineers and the manufacturers and fabricators became 

well-versed in the overall design approach, and worked together 

to solve the unique challenges presented by prefabrication. Early 

designs had to incorporate the components’ width, height and 

length limitations—topics that would not typically be discussed 

during field-erected construction. This collaboration resulted in 

reduced project costs, shortened construction schedule and 

limited on-site construction waste. 

The new boiler plant began servicing MSSL on December 31, 2017. 

Ultimately, prefabrication was a cost-saving and quality-

enhancing solution that also reduced construction time for 

MSSL’s new rooftop boiler plant.

 Elevating 
  Mount Sinai 
 St. Luke’s 
     One Piece 
    at a T ime

A new state-of-the-art plant 
provides MSSL with higher energy 

efficiency and reliability.
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What are your responsibilities at 
Mount Sinai Health System?

At MSHS, I’m involved in the planning, design and construction 

of various projects throughout the health system. From a design 

perspective, I help determine if a project needs engineering or 

infrastructural support and ensure projects are bid at the lowest 

cost while still meeting the design intent. I also oversee IT 

infrastructure throughout the health system, including HVAC, 

emergency power, normal power and the envelopes of all 

data closet and rooms.

Why is this project important to 
MSHS/Mount Sinai St. Luke’s?

From a systems point of view, this project allows MSSL to grow. 
The life cycle of most boiler plants are approximately 20 years; 
the existing boiler plant is 50-60 years old—well past its useful 
life. Economically, this new system was designed to provide 
MSSL with the necessary, efficient infrastructure to support 
another 20+ years of hospital operations. 

From a healthcare perspective, what are 
the benefits of prefabrication?

During any construction project, we must consider infection 

control and implement procedures to protect patients from 

dust and other inevitable airborne contaminants. While 

unavoidable for those on a construction site, everyday 

contaminants can negatively affect patients who are already 

ill. If we decided to build the boiler plant from scratch, 

construction workers would have to travel through the hospital’s 

interior to the rooftop site for over a year. Outside contagions 

would be tracked in through boots, clothing and equipment, 

putting the hospital and its patients at a higher risk for infection. 

By utilizing prefabricated systems, we could considerably 

minimize the amount of harmful materials within the hospital, 

which also minimized that risk of infection for patients.

What led the team to select pre-fab for 
the boiler construction?

MSHS has used prefabrication before for emergency generators 
in enclosure and rooftop chillers, but never for a boiler. For 
this project, the combination of infection control, lower cost 
and a quicker timeline made prefabrication an easy choice. 
Typically, the boiler arrives and is installed in the cellar, and 
then construction can begin. Prefabrication allows you to 
proceed with construction; when the boiler arrives, it can 
be placed and connected without affecting the 
many other moving parts on site. 

From your perspective, what were the 
project’s biggest challenges?

When using a crane during construction, the New York City 
Department of Buildings requires the building’s top two 
floors to be vacant under the crane’s active rigging path. 
In our case, the top floor of the hospital housed two patient 
units directly below our proposed work site. We needed to 
install steel on the roof to support the boiler plant, so we 
came up with an alternative design that allowed crane 
operations without disrupting hospital operations or 
increasing patient risk. We spent over $300,000 on 
additional steel to build a rooftop truss system that 
would withstand the impact of equipment or materials 
accidentally dropped by the crane. Working closely with the 
hospital, we inserted the supportive steel into the roof and 
could complete the rest of the boiler plant installation smoothly. 

How did Syska help MSHS achieve their vision?

Once we detailed potential locations for this project in 
November 2013, I contacted Tim Krawetz (Syska’s Healthcare 
Practice Area Director) to see if this rooftop site could be a 
viable option. Tim performed a test fit and developed a diagram 
to prove feasibility, and the project came together from there. 
The boiler plant had to be very large to support MSSL, and a 
project of this size hasn’t been done in New York City before.  
We had to review the prefabrication concept and application 
and ensure the project team—MSHS leadership and the design 
and construction teams—agreed with this approach. Though 
the initial vision didn’t include all specifics, teamwork, 
coordination and a tight timeline made this project a reality. 

What trends do you foresee in hospital 
engineering design and construction?

I hope project teams listen more closely to the people who are 
doing the actual building because, through that, we can learn 
more about successfully phasing a project. Though we are 
eager to use prefabrication again if the right fit for a project, 
I think we can brainstorm other ways to build more efficiently 
off-site. When engineers think creatively through the entire 
design-build process, and design systems that are meant to 
work together, fabricators can work from those detailed 
diagrams and deliver a more efficient packaged product. 
I’ve found that the quality of workmanship done in a warehouse 
is better than that done in the field. If equipment arrives on 
a truck from the factory and is ready to be installed—with only 
the running of conduit and pipes left to do—the owner and 
operations team will see an improved quality 
and come out ahead of the bottom line.

One of the project’s 
five 450-BHP high-
pressure steam boilers.

When systems are 
designed off-site, 

mating flanges 
at the section splits 

are provided for 
easy assembly. 

Q& A
Stephen Monez
Vice President, Infrastructure and Special Projects, Mount Sinai Health System
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Chris Wescott
Project Manager, Syska Hennessy Group

What is the significance of the boiler upgrade 
to the hospital’s overall infrastructure?

In an effort to consolidate, MSHS recently sold four of the twelve 
buildings that make up the Mount Sinai St. Luke’s campus. Much 
of the existing steam boiler plant was housed in the cellar of one 
of those buildings. The steam plant was originally constructed in 
the early 1900’s, with various renovations and replacements of 
equipment throughout the 20th-century. It had four boilers 
ranging in age from 50-60 years old, and the infrastructure 
needed urgent replacement and repair; it was essential to 
rebuild the plant in a new location as soon as possible. 
While MSSL could have continued renovating their systems, 
a new state-of-the-art plant provides higher 
energy efficiency and reliability. 

From an engineering perspective, what are 
the benefits of prefabrication?

Because this was a renovation, prefabrication was the best 

way to keep costs low and get the systems running quickly. 

Also, since the prefabricated pieces were being dropped on 

the roof—rather than being “slid” into the building’s interior—

we could bring in and stack larger pieces. By using prefabricated 

systems instead of traditional construction methods, we reduced 

our construction schedule by 2-3 months. And although MSSL 

had to juggle various existing tenants, systems and schedules, 

we could construct both the boiler plant and the site preparation 

(i.e. steel dunnage, distribution systems, etc.) concurrently. The 

factory delivered a totally integrated package that included the 

structure, the enclosure, the power and control wiring, and the 

control system. Lastly, prefabrication also helped reduce costs by 

using professionals from areas where labor is less expensive.

Was this the first time you used this approach?

I’ve installed prefabricated systems for interior heat exchangers 
and pumps, but nothing of this magnitude. In fact, this is most 
likely the first prefabricated high pressure steam plant of this size 
in New York City. Steam plants are typically placed in the cellar, 
because gravity allows the collection of condensate, and it is 
generally advantageous to keep these systems on the lower levels. 
However, MSSL had run out of cellar space on their campus, 

and the roof was the next best alternative. As an added benefit, 
the rooftop location is above the 100-year flood line, keeping 
the system resilient during weather incidents. The building 
structure was actually designed to support two future floors, 
so the added weight of the rooftop system did not require 
reinforcement of the structure below.

As a consultant, was it challenging to get MSHS 
leadership to understand and agree to this approach?

Early in the process, we invited one of the major players in 
prefabricated construction—HTS/Epsilon—to describe the 
process to MSSL. Together, we drafted a scope of work that 
led to preliminary drawings and budgeting. Once these were 
developed and delivered to the client, prefabrication became 
the clear choice. Next, we solicited bids from three 
consultants to provide MSHS with a competitive bid.

From your perspective, what were the 
project’s biggest challenges?

As with most hospitals, routing MEP infrastructure and 
carving out space for equipment is and was quite challenging. 
Because we relocated the steam boiler plant from a cellar to 
the roof, we had to be creative in routing the interconnected 
systems both horizontally and vertically throughout the 
campus. It was crucial to ensure the steam condensate 
could to be collected and pumped up to the new plant. 
New York City has strict fuel oil system requirements, and it 
was a challenge to find a home for the new 40,000-gallon 
backup fuel system and connecting it with other storage 
systems and distribution piping.

Are you considering using the prefab method on 
other projects and if so, where do you see this 
method being the most valuable and why?

Considering New York City’s complex construction logistics 
and high cost of labor, we will certainly utilize prefab in the 
future, especially if equipment is to be located on a roof. 
It shortens the construction schedule, reduces cost, simplifies 
on-site construction and provides as good or better-
quality work. If the right fit, prefabrication is the clear choice. 

On the rooftop, 
a steel truss system 

was temporarily 
installed to withstand 

impact and protect 
patients below. 

The prefabricated 
package included 
the equipment’s 
structure, enclosure, 
power and control 
wiring, and 
control system.

Once on site, each 
prefabricated section 
was lifted by crane 
and connected 
on the roof.

Q& A
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Syska: This Is Us

Relief and Rebuild 
As a global engineering firm, it is our 
responsibility to help create healthy and safe 
environments. When Hurricane Harvey, Irma 
and Maria struck, we created the Hurricane 
Relief and Rebuild fund to support our friends, 
family and employees in Texas, Florida and 
Puerto Rico. We’re extremely proud that 
through this fund—and the generosity of our 
employees, clients and partners—we raised 
over $20,000 for Feeding America to provide 
up to 200,000 meals for families in need.

SENSE Continues Community Outreach
In 2014, the Syska Employee Network of Support and Education (SENSE) 
was established to foster employee growth. Beyond promoting professional 
development, peer-to-peer learning opportunities and technical assistance, 
SENSE has also worked tirelessly to strengthen and support Syska’s community 
outreach. With a strong network of local committees across the country, this 
year SENSE championed a number of volunteer opportunities benefiting 
Habitat for Humanity, Breast Intentions, Project Pink, ASPCA, KaTO, 
Greater Chicago Food Depository, Central Park Conservatory and Feeding 
America, through Syska’s Hurricane Relief and Rebuild Fund.

Syska Sweeps 2018 ACEC Awards for Engineering Excellence

New Places 
and Faces

SYSKA ORANGE COUNTY 

Established in 2017 and located in Newport 
Beach, Syska’s Orange County office is a 
natural response to a growing demand from 
clients looking for true partnership in 
engineering design and innovation. Joining 
our well-established offices in San Francisco, 
Los Angeles and San Diego, Syska Orange 
County brings our engineers even closer 
to our clients and projects on the west coast.

ROBIN MOSLEY
Orange County Site Leader

Robin’s passion for sustainability and his 
diverse portfolio of higher education, science 
and technology, healthcare, commercial, 
and hospitality experience will support Syska’s 
vision for success in Southern California.

GEORGE HACHEM
Raleigh Site Leader

Utilizing his life science expertise, 
George will work to expand our 
capabilities throughout the vibrant 
Research Triangle—home to many of the 
nation’s leading medical centers, technology 
firms, life science companies, and 
government and world-class universities.

GUY PASCARELLO
Director of Information Technology

Guy’s mission is to support Vision 2025 by 
simplifying business processes and increasing 
productivity, innovation and collaboration 
within the firm and with our clients.

MICHELLE GALINDEZ
Director of Marketing 
and Communications

Michelle will refine and evolve Syska’s 
marketing and communications strategy to 
establish a best-in-class, in-house marketing 
agency. This agency will support the firm’s 
technical expertise and thought leaders 
while also serving as a strong backbone 
for business development and client care.

Engineers on the Rise
Congratulations to Syska’s newest Engineer Development Training (EDT) graduates!  
The two-year EDT program was designed to support entry-level engineers through 
in-house and online professional development, on-site training, mentorship and 
tuition reimbursement.

Where Diversity 
Takes SHAPE
SHAPE—Syska Hennessy Advocating 
for Professional Equality—is a new 
initiative that promotes and fosters a 
diverse culture and strengthens our 
community so we can continue creating 
innovative environments together.
  

Lotte World Tower
Seoul, South Korea
ACEC New York Diamond Award  

San Francisco 
International Airport, Terminal 1 
Interim Boarding Area B
San Francisco, California
ACEC California Merit Award 

Mount Sinai 
St. Luke’s Hospital, 
Campus Renovation
New York, New York
ACEC New York Gold Award 

Brooklyn Army Terminal
Brooklyn. New York
ACEC New York Silver Award

Los Angeles 
Federal Courthouse
Los Angeles, California
ACEC California Honor Award

Office of the Future
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
ACEC New York Diamond Award

Memorial Sloan 
Kettering Cancer Center
Middletown, New Jersey
ACEC New York Gold Award 

Governors Island, 
Electrical Infrastructure Upgrade
New York, New York
ACEC New York Gold Award 

Christian Smith New Jersey

Hanna Oshana Chicago

Derek Flowers Dallas

Timothy Tyrrell  Los Angeles

Yiyu Chen Los Angeles

Matthew Wolski New York

Michael Olgiati New York

Sumkin Lee New York

Tammie Schneider New York

Joseph Waranius Washington, D.C.

Tim Liu Charlotte

Desiree Robinson San Diego

Chad Buckallew San Diego 

Laura Belloso San Diego
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April 2018
CELEBRATING                YEARS OF EXCELLENCE90

SYSKA HENNESSY GROUP is the leading 
global, full-service MEP, information and 
communication technology (ICT) and 
commissioning engineering firm. With more 
than 500 professionals across 17 offices, we 
provide a full range of engineering services 
for projects of every size and budget. Since 
1928, we’ve been designing smarter, safer, 
and more efficient buildings by integrating 
essential systems that respond and adapt 
to our changing world.
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